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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
through a questionnaire~ the effectiveness of 
pursued by the respondents while at the High School of Com-
mel~ce; and to determine, thr>ough a job-activities - .. ~--d 
the skills and activities per>formed by the graduates on 
job or in their first business positions~ 
Analysis of the 
In order to achieve the major p~oses th!s study)t 
the following subordinate problems were undertaken;: 
1. What percentage of the 1946 through 19$0 graduates, 
who majored in stenography, are now employed? 
How did the graduates obtain their position? 
3. What percentage of these graduates received further 
education after graduation? 
4e What kinds of education did the graduates pursue 
after graduating from the high school% 
5. \~ieh subjects taken in high school did the gradu-
conaider as most helpful in their present 
positions? 
6. Which subjects not taken in high school did the 
graduates consider would have been helpful to 
them in their present positions? 
1. How 
at1on! 
jobs have the graduates held since gradu-
Be Which activities were most frequentl:J performed 
the subject areas of typewriting, stenography, 
keeping, machines, filing, and miscellaneous? 
9. l~at suggestions for improving the high sChool 
progra.."!l were presented by the grllduates? 
Justification of the Problem 
A follow-up study and job-activity analysis has never 
been made of the graduates of the High School of Commerce, 
and the writer believed a study should be of value since the 
hi~)l school is vocational in nature and a large proportion 
seek employment in the business field following graduation. 
A job-activity analysis should determine the types of 
activities in which the average graduate is engaged. A sur-
vey of these actual activities engaged in by the graduates 
will help to place the stress of the courses at the school. 
This study does not include the opinions of business men$ 
but is limited to the opinions of the graduates. uplacement 
and follow-up activities represent the culmination of the 
school training progr~"'l but neither of these functions can 
be carried out successfully_without planned co-operation 
between school and business."l Therefore, this study may be 
considered as one of the steps toward course or curriculum 
revision. 
1Abrams, Ray and others; "T.he FU..?lCtions of Placement and 
Follow•ttp in Co-operating with Business," The American Business 
Education Yea~book, Vol. I, The National Business Teachers Asso-
ciation and the Eastern Business Teachers Association; Somer-
set Press, Inc., Somerville, New Jersey9 1944, p. 201. 
Delimitation ot the P~oblem 
This study was limited to a job-activity analysis and a 
tollot'iT-up study or the g~aduates who have successfully cozn.-
pleted the course in Stenography IV at the school. Stenog-
raphy is an '•elective" subject at the High School of conuuerce, 
and the majority of those electing the subject and pursuing 
it successfully for two years· intend to make a career in busi-
ness .. 
This study was further limited to the graduates of 1946, 
1947, 19'-1.8, 1949, and 19$0.. Iiaving been out of school for a 
minimum of two years, these graduates were well established 
in business when this survey was made, and their replies 
should be very valuable in detenuining the adequacy of the 
business courses offered at the High School of Commerce as 
there have been no curriculum changes at tne school. 
Another limitation of this study was the lack of opinions 
ot both business men and teachers. This phase of the work 
should be undertaken before permanent curriculum revisions 
should be made., 
Organization of Chapters 
· In organizing the mate~ial for this study, the following 
chapters were developed: 
Chapter I contains an outline of the p~oblem and serves 
as an introduction to the survey., Chapter II contains a brief 
description of the city in which the survey was 
and also a brief description of the educational institutions 
in the city, and the required business subjects at the speci-
fic school. In Chapter III is found a revie~ of related 
literature pertaining to the background of the study. Several 
studies are discussedj and some findings reconnuendations 
are li Chapter IV describes the procedure followed in 
formulating and carrying out of study. Chapters V 
VI contain the information obtained on the follow-up ques• 
tionnaire and job-activity sheet. Chapter VII 
the author3s recommendations tor 
improvements of the curriculum the High School of Commercej 
based on the of the results of the study. 
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OHAP!'ER II 
BACKGROUND STUDY 
T.his study was conducted in the city of 
of the Commonwealth, • which is situated in the 
the state of Massachusetts$ The city 
20.3,4861 and is the third .... -._._.,._.,. 
a population of 
city in the 
New England state exceeded only by Boston and 
is noted for its diversified industries. There 
are more than 100 manufacturing establishm.ents2 -"'4""" 
are factories for the manufacture of grinding wheels, 
and wire products, abrasives, machine tools, and firearms. 
The m.unerous stores located the city serve as a shop-
ping center tor a trading population of about 600,000 people.3. 
These stores offer employment in many types of selling posi-
tiona; the offices of the industrial plants as well as of 
the num.erous insurance companies and other varied offices 
throughout the city provide emplo,.m,ent in various types 
r ... _ .. ,.., .. Jl. posi tiona$ 
Worcester has many educational institutions, including 
Holy Cross College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 
University, Worcester State Teachers• College, .Assum.ption 
1worcester Cit{ Director Vol. 
Boston, Massachuset s, , p. l. 
2Ib:ld, P• l. 
-
.3Ib:ld, p. l. 
-
College, Becker Junior College, and several business schools. 
the hign school level there are six public high schools 
and ten parochial high schools, the largest of which is the 
High School of Commerce, which is the only public high school 
special:.tzing in training students tor clerical positions. 
The other high schools in the city are North High School, 
High School, Classical High School, and the two Trade F~ghs, 
namely, Boyst Trade High School, and Girls' Trade High School. 
According to present tabulations, the enrollment at 
High School ot Commerce is 2015, which is a slight decline 
from last year•s total. This enrollment represents 303 fresh-
men, 6l.r.l sophomores, ,520 juniors, and 489 seniors.. Ve 
is substantially smaller the three classes, 
it doesn • t ,.,A'T'\'ni!lll a complete class. Since 
-
men received their first one or the other schools 
the city. Due to overcrowding in se high schools 
classrooms at the High School of Commerce, freshmen are 
once more being sent to this school; but many are still being 
accommodated at the other high schools. 
The High School or Commerce.· is conveni.ently located 
the center ot the business district or the city of Worcester$ 
and the students are able to obtain part-time selling and 
other jobs in the downqtown area stores and ottices. 
The 
the usual required business subjects at the school, including 
a full year of tJPewriting, a halt year ot bookkeeping, 
a half year of either ottice practice or office machines. In 
addition to these required subjects, all graduates surveyed 
have completed at least mto full years of stenography, which 
is an elective. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIE\v RELATED LITERATURE 
The two-told purpose of this study is to determine the 
effectiveness of the curriculum pursued by the graduates at 
the High School of Co~uerce, and to determine the skills and 
activities performed by the graduates on the job or in their 
firs~ business position~ 
Many follow-up studies have been undertaken in the field 
ot business education~ but t~re is still a need tor many more 
in specific communities which have not as yet been covered~ 
In tact, the demand tor the follow-up study as a means of 
evaluating the t~aining progr&u in any 
be overestimated.., 
school 
The tollotdng pages will contain reviews ot a few ot 
these valuable surveys and will report the findings these 
researchers. 
According to Tolll, "Former students of a school or school 
system 
haps to accomplish the following two aims: (1) to determine 
uses of the students• formal education in their activi• 
consumers; and (2) to get 
their recarunendations tor chm1ges in the curriculum." 
L. R..,, ••using Community ResourcEui ·Effect! vely," 
The American Business Education Yearbook, Vol. VIII, 
National Business Teache~~ Asaocia£!on and the Eastern 
ness Teaehe:r>s .e\s~oeiationt Somerset Press!? Inc .. , Somerville, 
Jersey, 1951, p. 242. 
$~~~~£~ the many follow-up •tudies conducted, and one of 
the most recent studies, Rochel undertook "to evaluate the 
training program of the business department of the Bed-
ford High School from the point of view of New Bedford busi-
ness men and to dete1~ine the activities most frequently per-
formed by office workers in the New Bedford area for curricu-
lum. revision"' •• 
Among findings relative to the job activities of the 
Roche study were the following: 
1. The majority of the stenographic duties 
ranked in the upper half of the total frequencies 
of performance .. 
2. All but four of the typewriting activities 
ranked in the upper half of total frequencies, whic~ 
is indicative of the importance of typewriting ... e 
recommendations following this survey were as follows: 
1., Since the follow-up studies by the 
Department of Guidance and Placement showed that 
the majority of graduates of the Bedford.Hish 
School were employed in general clerical positions 
since the writer•s study snowed that, to 
selling, greatest number of job opportLmities 
were of a general clerical nature, the addition 
a general clerical curriculum to the business cur-
riculum should be considered.. A gene:ral clerical 
curriculum should be designed to include instruction 
typewriting, clerical training, and office ma-(non-specialized); and to develop skill 
the general office activities have 
a frequency performance in 'XVIII • • • 
One year of instruction of bookkeeping should be 
sufficient in a general clerical course. 
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2. Provision should be made for instruction and 
practice in composing let·ters at the typewri tar in 
both Type't'<iriti:ng I and Typewriting II.. This ability 
cannot be acquired in a lesson or two, but must be 
an integrated part of the typewriting course .. 
3. More practice should be given in setting 
up letters ot under 50 words on small sized letter 
paper, (7i x lOt) .. 
4.. Instruction in tnaking let·ters ot a.pplicatioll 
should be a definite unit ot study in the senior 
English course .. 
5.. The advanced bookkeeping courses should pro• 
vide more practice in keeping complete sets of books 
only those pupils who Show special abilities in 
record-keep:i.ng should be encouraged to take the 
course .. 
6. With the addition of a general clerical 
cottrse to the curriculum, only those students who 
completed their tirst two years ot English with bet-
ter than average success should be encouraged to 
elect the stenographic course in their junior year .. 
Those students who do take the stenographic course 
and pass it, but do not show aptitude tor this type 
ot work at the end of a year, Should be advised to 
continue with ·the clerical training provided they 
pass typewriting. 
1.. Teachers of typewriting should endeavor to 
develop high degree of skill in those activities 
which show a high f~equency of pe~tormance on the job ...... 
8.. Without adding a new cou~se to the curl .. icu-
lum, more p~actiee in o~al expression and poise in 
presentation should be provided for and emphasized 
in every class pe~iod whethe~ the subject be book-
keeping, stenography, o~ English. 
9.. An elect~ic typewrite~ should be part of the 
regular equipment in at least one of the typewriting 
rooms .. 
10.. Since appearance and the general impression 
rlla.de du~ing the personal intervieli' were shown in · 
this study to be of major importance to employers, 
same provision Should be made in the senior year !'or 
each prospective employee to have experience in be-
ing interviewed by one or two m.enibers of the !'acttlty 
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with whom he is not well acquainted. Constructive 
criticisms and suggestions should be noted and pre• 
sented to the pupil as part of his training. 
11. A letter ahould be sent to the businessmen 
of New Bedford close to graduation time encouraging 
use of the New Bedford High School Guidance and 
Placement Service as the best means of securing em• 
ployees capable of rendering ma..."dmum service in the jobs for wnich they are hired. 
12.. mmy sample emplo,ment tests as possible 
should be obtained for motivation purposes in the 
business aritm~etic and business practice classes. 
13. A:n advantage should be taken for motivation 
purposes as well as instructional purposes~ of the 
willingness of New Bedford business firms fo supply 
speakers and to permit visits by students .. 
This study was a local study~ and therefore many of the 
findings would. be of value onlT in the New Bedford area., but 
the same time, some of the findings have a universal. appli-
cation. 
Another study conducted on a college level rather than 
on the high school level., was a study by Radzukinas.2 
The purposes of the Radzukinas study were to, u ••• de-
termine through a job activities analysis the effectiveness 
of the curriculum offered in Boston Unive~sity College 
Practical Arts and Letters in preparing the four-year secre-
tarial occupations, with implications for curriculum revision .. ") 
libid, PP• 98-100. 
-
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The results of the survey led Radzukinas to make the 
following recommendations tor improving the tour-~ear secre-
tarial program: 
1~ Answering the telephone and meeting callers 
should be a major unit in the secretarial classes. 
2~ More ps~Qhology courses should be given to 
secretarial majors, especiall~ psychology courses 
that would develop the graduate1s personality. 
3. More time should be spent in dictating to 
the student at the typel«<ri ter ... 
4• A course on supervising people should be 
correlated with the secretarial studies.. )fany of 
the secretaries had to plan work for others, super-
vise employees, and take charge of the office.,. These 
graduates felt that some training in this field should 
be given in school$ 
S... Filing activities which should be stressed 
most : alphabetic filing, subject filing, keeping 
a follow-up file, numeric filing, cross referencing, 
and sorting and coding. Practice in setting up an 
actual filing system was stressed .. 
6. Graduates should continue to receive train-
ing in operating various business machine although 
the machines were used infrequently by the majority 
the graduates.. A number of the respondents sug-
gested that more training in office machines should 
be given. 
7 .. Emphasis should beplaced on these typing 
activities which are most frequently perfor.med on 
the job: addressing envelopes, typing reports, 
ing letters from longhand, filling in printed for.ms~ 
typing telegrams, typing cards for filing~ and typ-
ing inter-office memorandums. 
B. Tne following activities were listed as 
needing more instruction in school: answering the 
telephone9 composing letters at the typewriter, meet-ing callers, taking dictation at the typewriter, 
supervising employees at any time, typing reports, 
taking dictation 1n shorthand and transcribing, mak-
ing appointments, reporting on repairs, upkeep 
office equipment and supplie typing statistical 
2 
' 
work, ten-key adding machine, Burroughs adding maChine, 
eompto~tor or Burroughs for adding, and the fo~low­
up fileo At least five people suggest more instruc-
tion in schools for the activities listed above 
as mm1y as thirty felt the need of more instruction 
for some of the mentioned activities. 
9o T.his study Showed a need for a survey at 
frequent intervals to keep the course content in con-
formity with what the graduated students .doing 
and to be used in class discussions as to aetivfties 
most frequently performed, ·Salaries, c~tera.. · 
In a similar ·study by T.b.ateher2 the purposes of the 
study on the high school level were to, n., .... deter.mine for 
curriculum revision purposes the activities and duties most 
. . 
frequently performed by qffiee workers, and to determine the 
effectiveness of tho business education program in Gardner 
High School .. " 
In most of the follow-up studies, the purposes are in 
full accord with the opinion of Toll3 who has been quoted 
·previously in this same study. 
In a study by Carlson4, it is stated with.regard to a 
specific table showing requirements, other than shorthand and 
typewriting, needed by business that, "An interpretation of 
the above table shows very clearly that one of the 
1 Ibid, P• 7 .. 
-.
4carlson, G. A., 
Rel.ative to the 
Gra!uates;-Master 
3 
w~llii.&U.l'l:iiSSes in our secondar,- school teaching, according to these 
business men$ lies in the fUndamentals of English, spelling, 
arithmetic, and in general education bacltground., l~ethe~ this 
:reaponsibilit,- lies entirely w1 thin the province of the busi-
ness course in the high schools is not tbe issue of this paper. 
The tact remains, ho\':ever, that many high. schools tudents are 
not getting the foundations of simple ari~etical thinking, 
spelling, English comprehension, which every student 
needs, and is entitled to$ tor his future work, ~~ether aea-
or business .. ttl 
earlier study was made by santamaria2 in which check 
lists were sent to employees and employers in three small 
communities» and returns received from 168 employees and 79 
employers were tabulated., 
that: 
Regarding the education of the employees, it was found 
l. ~he commercial course in the high schools 
of the communities studied should provide their 
pupils with as broad a general education background 
as possible.. It should include st the major 
subject, such as, commercial law, commercial geog-
raphy and economics, that will give the graduates 
that occupational intelligence that will enable 
to adjust themselves quickly and satisfactorily to 
their jobs. 
2. The commercial course should be so orga.niz~d 
as to train high school pupils to ~nter office jobs 
immediately upon graduation. 
2santamar1a, Catherine, ob Anal sis of Office Services 
Perfor-med by Office Workers ~un-rties, Master's 
Thesis, 'Bo'iton uniVersity$ 1~. 
3· As most of the office workers obtain em-
ployment in their own immediate communities, a co-
operative placement service between schopl and 
business concerns should be established.~ 
These studies show the importance of the survey in attempt-
ing to determine effectiveness of school training. In some 
. . 
cases merely a change of stress in a particular subject would 
increase the effectiveness of the entire course. 
The real value of a study of this type can best 
measured by the actual use of the infonuation obt~ned. 
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CHAPTER IV 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The procedures followed in working out this problem were 
as .follows: 
1~ Several .follow-up studies and job-activities analyses 
were reviewed as a background .for this 
2~ alphabetical list o.f all graduates was used. From 
this list only the 1946~ 1947~ 1948, 1949, and 1950 graduates 
were recorded. 
3• The files of the selected graduates were 
order to record the na:m.es of those who had success.full7 com• 
pJ.eted the Stenography IV course~ list of 525 names with 
addresses and years of graduation was prepared .from this file. 
4• The complete list of names +and addresses of 
selected graduates was compared with the Worcester City Direc-
tory and the Worcester telephone book. Each name was compared 
with both books. If the same name, or the same family name, 
was sted in both, it was assumed the graduate 's family would 
forward the mail i.f the graduate had moved away. · Any names 
Which could not be found in both were eliminated. The basis 
for eliminations was considered by the writer to be necessary 
in order to avoid an excessive·waste of postage. After the 
names in question were eliminated, the mailing list of 306 
names, addresses, and years of graduation was prepared. 
5. As a result of the previous study of similar theses,. 
plans for both the questionnaire and the job-activity check 
list ~re submitted to the Seminar in Business Education 
Boston University. The class offered criticisms and sugges-
tions which were gratefully accepted. 
6. !he questionnaire, job-activity check list, the 
le transmittal were revi and run off on the dupli-
ca. tor. self-addressed, stamped envelope, together with the 
letter, questionnaire, and job-activity cheek list were then 
mailed during the period of May l to May 1$, 1952. total 
of lSS replies were received. 
7. Follow-up letters were mailed to the people who did 
not fill in and return the material. The writer also made 
several telephone calls to try to increase the percentage o:t: 
replies. ~irty-three replies were received from the follow-
up letter~& 
8. When all replies were received, a total of 184 re-
turns, the results were tabulated according to the graduation 
year., The material was then arranged in tables and analyzed. 
9. A summary of findings, and recommendations of the 
author were made following the analysis of the data received. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF INFOR~tA'fiON OBTAINED FROM DATA SBEE'fS 
The questionnaire and job-activity check lists were used 
to determine whether the graduates were working, their means 
of obtaining initial emplo~ent§ the number who felt it neces-
sary to ftlr'ther their education, and the type of work they 
were doing at the time of the survey. The info~ation obtained 
has been summarized on the following tables. 
'fABLE I 
RETURNS FROM Q.UESTI ONNAIBES BY CLASSES 
Classes Number Sent Out Number Received Per Cent Returns 
1946 70 40 57% 
1947 41 2.3 5616 
1948 68 45 661t 
1949 61 35 511t 
1950 66 114 611t 
TOTALS 306 187 6J.% 
shown in Table I, the class of 19$0 responded with 67 
per cent and the class of 1946 responded with 66 per cent. 
The actual number of questionnaires sent out to each 
was about equal with the exception of the class of 1947. This 
class had fewer Stenography IV pupils.. The fact that some 
names were eliminated because ot errors in addresses also 
helped to lower the actual number ot questionnaires sent to 
the class. T.he percentage ot replies, however, varied only 
one per cent from the classes ot 1946 and 1949· 
T.~LE II 
NUMBER OF GRADUATES PRESENTLY EMPLOYED 
Classes Total Returns Number Employed Per Cent Employed 
1946 ~ 23 58~ 
1947 23 20 87~ 
1948 ~ 38 8~ 
1949 35 30 8~ 
1950 ~ 38 8~ 
TOTALS 187 1~ 80~ 
As sholin in Table II, the class of 1946 had the smallest 
percentage actually working at the present time. This tact 
may h~e resulted from the six-year interval from the time 
they graduated to the present time, and also trom the number 
ot marriages in the olaas. The class ot 1947$ however, has 
the greatest percentage employed, with 87 per cent performing 
tull- or partwtime work at the time ot this survey. 
~-~~~~ 149 graduates are employed, and since 187 returns 
19 
were received from the five classes, the total of 
employed graduates is 80. Four out of every five who replied 
the questionnaire are working. 
TABLE III 
GRADUATES RECEIVING FUR~ER EDUCATION 
Classes Total Returns Number Receiving Per Cent Further Education Further 
1946 40 )O% 
1947 23 6 261h 
1948 4S 10 22% 
1949 35 10 29% 
1950 1.14 27~ 
TOTALS 187 $0 26. 
shown in Table III, 30 per cent of the graduates reply-
ing from the class of 1946 received further education. The 
~llest percentage was from the class or 1948 in which only 
22 per cent of the total replying to the questionnaire 
gone to any educational institution following graduation. T.ne 
traini11g received at the High School of Oomtueroe • 
The peJ?centa.ge further training 
not be expected to be very high, although in the class or 1946, 
30 per cent felt that it would be helpful to them to 
further training. 
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TABLE IV 
SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY GRADUATES AFTER GRADUATION 
Types of Training Totals 1946 1947 1948 1949 19$0 
Business Schools 
Colleges 
Junior Colleges 
Trade School 
Eve~n:Ltag Iiigh 
Training 
School of Art 
TOTALS 
22 
15 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
50 
6 2 
5 1 
0 2 
0 0 
0 0 
l 0 
0 0 
0 1 
12 6 
-
1: : II 
.3 6 5 
2 
.3 4 
l 0 1 
2 1 0 
0 0 2 
l 0 0 
l 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 10 
====== ~II 
Table IV is a breakdown of the schools attended by the 
graduates. Under Business Schools~ Boeker Junior College has 
been included~ since it specializes in business training which 
the graduates had in their high school training. There are 
more graduates who received training in business schools fol-
lowing graduation than any other type of training. four 
received Junior College training wore all gu,~u~~~g·~ 
Worcester Junior College. The Colleges included Boston Uni-
versity~ Clark University1 Worcester state Teachers• College, 
Bridgeport State Teachers• College, and Simmons College. 
TABLE V 
SOURCE FROM WHICH INITIAL EMPLOll~T RECEIVED 
= &~f.,t '!: i ' 
Classes Totals 1946 1947 1948 1949 19$0 
Guidance Department 100 22 1.3 27 18 20 
Newspaper Advertisements 1 1 1 1 1 .3 
Family, Relatives, Friends 28 1 2 6 6 7 
Personal Application 38 10 4 9 6 9 
Private Employment Agency 2 0 l 0 1 0 
State Employment Agency 4 0 0 0 l .3 
Civil Service l 0 0 0 0 1 
Teacher 7 0 2 2 2 1 
TOTAL RETURNS 187 40 2.3 45. .3S 
-
Table V snows that 100 graduates secured their initial 
position through the guidance department of the sChool. The 
second higbest source was personal application. Only two of 
the graduates 1>t&nt to a pr.ivate employment agency, one was in 
the class of 1947 and the other in the class of 1949. Under 
the classification "Teacher" there are a total of seven gradu-
ates from the classes of 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950. 
these seven students from the classes of 1947 through 1950 
reeei ved their initial positions through the re,eoxm:ue,na.a,u.l.vlf..IL~i:l' 
of some high school teachera. 
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TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF JOBS HELD BY GRADU' .. I\TES 
CLASSES Total Returns One Two ~ee Job Jobs Jobs Jobs 
1946 40 20 13 4 3 
1947 23 1 11 3 2 
1948 4$ 2$ 18 2 0 
1949 38 21 10 4 0 
19$0 44 22 17 5 0 
187 95 69 18 
shown in Table VI onl:r 
jobs. These five a~e tram the 
g~aduates have heJ.d 
are 18~ including five graduates from the class of 1950, who 
have held three jobs in J.ess than two years. These 
from the class of 1950 held their jobs on an ave~age about 
eight months with each emplo:re~. In the class of 1947, ll or 
the 23 returns received had held two jobs, while onl:r seven 
have held. one job. Almost half' the total number repl:ring 
held only one job since graduationu 
TABLE VII 
SUBJECTS OONSIDERED MOST HELPFUL IN POSITION OR 
Subject Total 
Shorthand 127 51 48 22 4 2 
Bookkeeping 68 22 9 16 13 8 
Filing 103 12 18 30 22 21 
Typewriting 173 103 56 10 4 0 
English 83 16 11 31 16 9 
Business Arithmetic 34 6 6 7 8 7 
Office Practice 97 18 12 25 29 13 
Penmanship 16 1 3 3 6 3 
Civics 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Languages 6 0 0 l 2 3 
Sciences l l 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 230 163 145 104 67 709 
VII lists the subjects which the gradt.tates 
are most he1ptul in their position or positions. Only the 
first five choices made by the graduates were tabulated since 
only a graduates listed subjects at from the sixth througb 
the eleven~ choices. 
Typewriting was considered by the greatest number as the 
most helpful subject, while shorthand was second witb 
one-halt the number of responses. Even as a second choice~ 
typewriting leads, although in this. position shorthand follows 
closely. 
Por total choices, typewriting leads with a total of 173. 
Shorthand is second with 127;. filing ranks third th 10.3; 
and office practice ranks fourth with 97 Checks. 
In recording the choices ot the graduates~ it was found 
~1at a few respondents used check marks tor three subjects 
without designating which was considered the most helpfuls 
When this was , it was assumed that they considered 
subjects equally helpful and that they were thus recorded as 
first place choices. 
Question #7: •1\fuat· subjects, not taken 
High School of Commerce, would have helped you in 
your pre position!" 
Among ·the subjects which were not taken, by the graduates,. 
but subjects which they had 
taken were the following: Latin, French, Blueprint 
Typewriting for more than one year, Advanced Bookkeeping, 
ing Machine, Comptometer, Languages, Public Speaking, Short-
hand--Advanced, Billing and Bookkeeping Machine Calculator, 
P.nysics, Office Machines, European History, Business Eng11~1 
MUsic Appreciation, Harmon7~ Mathematics, History$ Current 
Events, Filing, Dictaphone, and Ediphone. of 
subjects are offered at the High SChool of commerce, but the 
graduates neglected to take them. 
Other subjects not offered at the High School of Commerce, 
but which the graduates considered as being helpful it they 
h~d been taken, were: Child Psychology, Electric Typewriting, 
Ruman Relations in Business World, Switchboard, Telephone 
Technique, Art of Selling, Office Management, Teletypewriter, 
Home Economics, Employee and Labor Relations$ 
Question /18: nrn ·what ways could t.he High 
School of Oom.m.erce have helped you more?*' 
Several.of the graduates answered the question number 
eight on the· questiom1aire. The answers were varied, but 
was found that the general opinion could be smmued up in the 
words of two of the graduates: 
••rn 'fii1 opinion., the High School of Commerce 
has the best business training course a high school 
student could ask for •••• " 
"I have complaints to the way High School 
ot commerce trains their pupils. If you are willing 
to lea~1, all the facilities are there." 
These quotations were taken fran the replies received 
from the graduates, and although they are the replies of two, 
they are indicative of the senttment found in the replies to 
the question by all of the graduates. 
CHAPTER VI 
Al'TALYSIS OF INFORl\1ATIOli' OBTAINED FROlJ! CHECK LISTS . 
~ne job-activities cheek list intor.mat1on is contained 
in the following tables. The tables will attempt 
the int'ormation in a logical, readable tonn .• 
TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY OF PEF~ORMANCE OF ACTIVITIES 
IN ORDER F:REQUENCY 
.2.!: Activity 
le5 the telephone 18 
1.5 111anual . typewriter 2 
.3 alphabetic tiling 
system 107 11+ 2.3 
~t envelopes 25 .30 
5 dictation & trans ... 
cribing notes 18 21 
6 letters & insert-
into envelopes 88 21 7 12 
7 adding machine 87 27 7 16 
0 
5 .3 
a; 
.)1 
16 
Table VIII. (Continued) 
Frequency 
Pez»formance 
Daily 
• Rank 2.£ Activit;r ~ ~ 
- g • 
;..<:: ~ Itt~ j ::::$«1 i(\1~ O"d 
~t' .C!~ (\J ~ • ....... ~: <!) 
' 311> 
m 
e e 
<D ....... 
~ ~ 
8 !Sorting the mail .28' 1 4 
9 Ordering supplies & report-
82 ing on repairs 8' s 4 .21 32 
10 Filling in printed forms 79 16 19 15 8 10 
11.5 sing & typing letters 
at the typewriter 77 14 16 17 6 
11.5 Receiving visitors 77 28 7 15 11 8 8 
13 .Typing cards for fili~g 71 7 19 16 13 7 9 
14 :T7Pins form letters 61 10 1.2 10 9 12 6 
16 jTyping inter-office memos 58 10 1.3 12 4 11 8 
16 jTyping from. longhand 58 16 1.3 5 10: 6 8 
Preparing material tor 
tiling 58 5 13 10 17 8 5 
Typing statements 54 10 3 13 6 5 17 
19.5 lists 50 2 6 12 8 9 13 
19.5 Typing tabulations & sta- \ 
tistical materials '50 1 12 9 8 10 10 
21 Typing invoices 18 ll 4 8 
Table VIII. (Continued) 
~ ~ .2!:. Activit:;y: 
22. ~ l Typing legal documents 
22. 5 1 Doing office hottsekeeping 
24 'Using calculator 
26.5 
26.5 Typing checks 
26.5 Using Comptometer · 
26.5 on customers 
29 Typing orders 
30 Using numeric filing 
system 
electric typewriter 
32 Proving cash 
33 Typing post cards 
34.5 Taking dictation at the 
typewriter 
34$~ ioutt1ng stencils 
6 9 9' 7 
4 l 3 20 
7 1 Ll-4 . 19 
43 2. 5 5,12 
43 '6 6 1.3 5 
43 5 15 5 4 
43 20 8 4 5 
!41 9 ' 8 
I 
140 1 
J39 17 
t.38 14 
I L~1 
I 
!34 
l 
2. 
1 
6 
1 
6 2 
12 
4 6 
4 1 
1 4 
2 1 
5 1 
4 11 
9 9 
3 .3 
8 11 
1 6 
a 6 
2 4 
6 10 
6 .3 
6 5 
3 4 
8 16 
6117 
14 
2 
Table VIII. (Continued) 
Frequency 
Performance 
re-
~ 
Daily uent:-
0 ly 
~ ~--~ 
Ra.nlt ~ 2.£ Activitz ~ 4iiS 
-
0' 
f ~~ ~~ ~ 
';! 0 .8~>a fi~ ..d~ ~!>a '.P 1!.1 isS !!.I 
~ 1l~ .N~ M~ ·~~ 
41) tli!) • IU) 0 
0 t1l 
f:.! 1""'1 Fl!~' t1l 0 iD :z: t4 
36 r.taldng entries in the 
petty cash book 33 1.3 5 2 4 3 6 
37 Scheduling appointments .31 6 2 6 10 5 2 
.)8.5 Making entries in the 
cash receipts book 29 3 ll 5 4 3 3 
,38.5 Making statements 29 4 3 l .3 3 
40 Checking invoices or 
state1nents 28 9 .3 6 4 4 2 
4lo5 :twtaking master sheets. for 
duplicators 26 4 2 2 5 4 9 
!~o1.5 Doing cashier work 26 6 4 4 6 l 5 
44 Making entries in the 
25 a 6 cash payments journal .3 l 3 
Lt4 Posting to accounts re-
ceivable ~edger 25 6 4 5 l 4 5 
Posting to accounts 
payable ledgel" 25 4 8 4 2 2 5 
47 Making entries in the l 
general journal 12.3 4 l 4 3 l 
3 
VIII. {Continued) 
~ 2£ Activitz 
41 payroll records 6 2 l 2 1 
41 6 2 2 1 2 4 
49 to general ledger 3 l 5 0 4 9 
50 Typing f'rom Ediphoz1e or 
similar machines 6 
.3 3 0 4 5 
51 Making entries in sales 
8 jout,nal l 4 4 1 2 
Computing interest, dis-
8 count, etc. 2 0 0 4 5 
53e$ Using bookkeeping machine 1 4 0 0 .3 4 
53e5 tchboard 2 6 5 2 l 2 
51 entries in pur-journal 11 l 1 3 l 2 3 
Keeping inventory ;, 11 2 l 1 2 4 1 
51 duplicating ma~1il1es 11 4 l l 3 3 5 
51 Dictaphone or 8 11 3 0 0 2 4 
32 
Table VIII. (Concluded) 
~ 2!: Activit;y 
57 Using subject system of 
tiling 17 2 0 1 
60 , Using checkwri ter 16 2 2 0 2 6 
Using addressograph 12 2 0 0 2 1 
62 Using Teletype 7 0 0 3 2 1 
Using geographic system 
!5 ot tiling 0 0 .1 1 2 
64 Using IBM Key Punch & 
Tabulator 3 1 0 0 0 l il 
I. 
Table VIII lists all the activities according to order 
ot f'req~'l.ency.. Among the top ten on the list were: nanswer-
"'' ing the telephone, n "using manual typewriter," t•using alpha-
betic .filing system,n ntyping envelopes," ~~ttaking dictation 
and transcribing notes," "folding letters & inserting into 
envelopes,• "using adding m~~~ehine," nso:t'lting the mail," "or-
dering supplies & reporting on repairs, '1 and "f'illing in 
printed f'onus. 11 These activities were the most frequen·tly 
used by the graduates replying to this questionnaire.. The 
f'requencies went .from 117 f'or "anst,zering the ·telephone" and 
"using manual typewriter" to 79 .for stfilling in printed 
.forlUSe" 
Among the second ten activities on the list were the 
following: "composing and typing letters a.t the typewriter," 
"receiving visitors," "typing cards for filing, 11' ••typing .form 
letters, ft "typing inter-of'.fice memos," "typing frolll longhand," 
"preparing material for filing," "typing statements," "typ-
ing lists,'' and tttyping tabulations & statistical 1US.terials .. 11 
The .frequencies of' the second ten activities went from 77 tor 
ncomposing & typing letters at the typewriter,n and "receiv-
ing visitors," to .50 for "typ~ng lists," and "typing tabula-
tions & statistical materials.... It is noticeable that so 
many of' the type~~iting and stenographic activities are found 
in the upper 20 activities when listed according to their fre-
quencies. Since the graduates selected for this study were 
33 
tel~o'l~'tn~L~c majors, this predominance is not altogether un-
expected. the tact that two machines, one of 
them a manual typewriter, two filing activities were found 
on the first twenty activ1 is important; and the that 
not a single bookkeeping activity found its way on the 
twenty activities arranged according to frequency is especially 
significant. 
( 
In Table IX, the activities are arranged according to 
each particular type of activity, and in addition they are 
arranged according to order of frequency in each area. 
TABLE IX 
TOTAL FREQUENCY OF PERFO~\NCE ACTIVITIES A~~~A~~u~~ 
ACCORDING TO TYPE AND IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
t? 
$l 
! 
i2J2. ~ Acti vi tz 1':1' t 
~ 
1""'1 
cd 
.p 
0 
E-1 
STENOGRAPHIC OR SECRETARIAL 
ACTIVITIES 
Answering the telephone 
Taking dictation & tran-
95 scribing notes l 
Sorting the mail 83 .3 
Ordering supplies & report-
82 ing on repairs 2 
Composing & typing letters 
at the typewriter 77 0 
Receiving visitors 77 2 
Taking dictation at the~ 
typewriter 34 2 
35 
Table IX. (Continued) 
Job 
-
STENOGRAPHIC OR SECRETARIAL 
.ACTIVITIES {Cont-.) 
Scheduling appointments 
from Ediphone or 
machines 
TYPEYffiiTING ACTIVITIES 
Typing envelopes 
printed forms 
tor filing 
form letters 
longhand 
lists 
Typing tabulations & a-
tical 
Typing itlvoices 
~ () 
! (I) 
H 
~ 
';j 
-!.!> 
0 
12-1 
i 
' 
-
31 6 2 
2l"r 
r 
6 3 
79 16 19 
71 1 19 
61 10 12 
58 10 
58 16 13 
54 10 3 
50 2 6 
1 
§ 
..... 
-!.!> 
0 
:;j 
Itt 
-!.!> 
l1l 
~ 
•l'i 
I I I 
51 6 2 6 23 2 
i 
11 3 0 415 9 
I I 
J 
I 
I 
9 2 ll 4 I 
15 8 10 ll 1173 5 
I a 16 13 1 9 116 2 
10 9 ' 8 3,58 0 
12 4 8 1 
5 10 6 8 
13 6" 5 17 
12 8 9 13 
91 8 10 3 46 l 
td 2 4 8 5 41 l 
37. 
Table IX* (Continued} 
( 
I t s 'd ~ ~ J I .,... • .p • s:: ~ I g s::f l22, .2.!: Acti vi tz ~ ~ $:1 0' 0 o:a ' .p 0 
I 
• ~~~ 00 .... ~ ~ .p l!t:. o-:1 ~ a-1 SMi~tt .p ~ s::f .p 
.p 
.r.l <!>! tt>w <!> fll 0 .p r> • ·S>l .... ~ E-t ·~ •' • I ·\\!:!• () • 'O .... 
• ir-1 ..-~~tQ 111) . ~ I fll , .... ~I fll ,o il1l ft t: t'll o • I .u «! ~ ~~ ~ ~· ::$ ittl 
TYPE\iRITING ACTIVITIES {Cont.) 
Typing legal documents 46 6 . 9 1 9 35 2 
Typing telegrams 143 2 5 6 31 0 I 
616 Typing checks ' 4.3 $ 38 0 
· Typing orders 41 9'8 6 2 2 
i I 
Typing post cards 137 117 1 4 2 
cutting stencils 134 3 l 5 0 Making master sheets for 
4 5 duplicators 126 2 2 0 
* I 
BOOI{KEE!PING ACTIVITIES 
138 417 '3 Proving cash 6 4 0 
5 ,2 14 3 Making entries in the petty I cash book 133 6 0 
! ' I I Making entries in the cash I I I i 
receipts journal '29 3 1s 14 ~ 3 13 2 I 
38 
Table IX. (Continued} 
Jchool 
i 
Dail7 I~ '"" I ~ I~ 10 
1.3 
I I :a 4) d ! ~ J lo & Cl! ~ 2!:, Activity I ali! .t: I e ~ ()) 0 .-P ~~ &: 0 0 ...... ' ®) ~~ ..-f. ~ ~~a ~~ 
.-I 
~<0 
_ai>.J OA': 0 •rl If 0 0 ~~...., Cl! ..cl ~~ ..cl ~~~= ...., ~ ·i ~~ 0 (\i ~tr-1 Ol<J:O E-1 ~+:I a n•rl ~a 1 ~ II """'I·~ I ...-I l r-1 i-t~ ' <0 ~ I] I ~ ut! ::sl~ 
' 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES ( eont.) I I .. 
Making statements 29 3 l 3! 3115 3 0 
Checking invoices or state- I 1 4,. 4! ments 28 9 3 6 2 4 l 
Making entries in the cash ' 
25 8 6 ll 3 payments journal 3 4 2 0 
Posting to accounts receiv· 
25 6 4 5 4 5 able ledger l 4 0 
Posting to accounts pa.,-a.ble 
25 4 8 4 ledger 2 2 2 0 
Making entries in the journal 23 4 l 4 3: l 3 l 
Keeping payroll records 23 6 2 1 21 7 5 5 0 
Posting to general ledger 22 3 1 5 0 4 9 2 l 
Making entries in sales 
8 journal 20 l 1 2 l 0 
Computing interestt dis-
count,· etc. 2 0 5 2 0 
3 
Table (Continued) 
I ~ 0 
i ~ 
.2!. Activi t:y J ~· g I at 
I 
e ..... ~ Itt 0 l!t.a ~ 
,-1 ~ ~ .p ~ 4) Ul 
I 
.p .,.... ~ 0 0 ..... E-1 ..... 
lk I'll 
~ I'll ! e 
..:1 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES ~ (Cont.,} 
Making entries in purcha$es !I I ~ journal l7r 1 0 
Keeping inventory record I 17 11 1 0 
•1 II 
lit' I II MACHINES USED 
- lll7ij Typewriter--manual 
Adding machine 
1 s1' 2 
Calculator I 4411 2 
Compto1n.e tel"' 4311 15 0 
Typewriter--electric 391117 l 0 
'I Bookkeeping machine ! 4 18!, 7 0 ~i 
Switchboard (181 6 s l 
Duplicating machine I I l 0 I 17 ·I 
Dictaphone or Ediphone i 17 8 .3 0 0 
Checkwriter I I 2 2 0 I 0 
. It 
40 
Table (Continued} 
l.2.!a. .2!! Activitz 
Addressograph 12 0 ~ 
' ! 0 
type Q .3 2 0 
" d ! IBM key punch & tabulator 0 ~ 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
Alphabetic system used 101 4 
Preparing material for 
filing 58 8 .$2 3 
Numeric system used 40 6 31 2 
Cross referencing 23 6 2 19 0 
Subject system used 17 1 3 16 0 
Geographic system used 5 1 1 5 0 
ACTIVITIES 
Folding letters & inserting 
into envelopes 88 21 7 So 1 6 
Doing office housekeeping 46 4 3 eo 9 45 0 l I 
Table 
Doing 
(Concluded) 
l2B. .2.!:. Activitz 
on customers 
work 
0 
6 
As shown in Table IX~ under Stenographic or Secretarial 
.. ~cti vi ties~ "answering the telephone" is listed first ld. th a 
frequency of 117, followed by "taking dictation and transcrib-
ing notes•' with 95~ and 19 sorting the mail" and "ordering sup ... 
plies and reporting on repairsn tied with a frequency of 83. 
Ti'le next two activities tied 77 responses each were ttcom-
posing and typing letters at the typewriter~« and ttreceiving 
visitors." Of the 77 graduates who responded to "composing 
and typing letters at the typewriter•• 40 of them indicated 
the for more instruction in that type of activity. This 
figure highly significant since represents over half ·of 
those who responded to this activity. 
Under Typewriting Activities, •t,-ping envelopes11 l:~.ad a 
frequency of 100, followed by w1filling in printed forms'' with 
79, "t,-ping form letters" with 61, "typing inter-office 1uemos'' 
"typing from longhand'1 each with 58& Following these, 
ttt7ping statements'1 had 54 responses, and ''tJ~Ping lists•' 
"typing tabulations and statistical materials•• each had 50 
responses. The remaining activities had ss than 50 re-
sponses each.. The respondents believed that all of the activi-
ties listed in this group had.sufficient inst~uction except 
t«cutting stencils." The ty, "cutting stencils, w• had a 
indicated the need 
more instrttction the activit,.. 
Under Bookkeeping :~ctivitiest none of the activities had 
a frequency of more than 38.. The activity "proving had 
a total of 38 responses, and "making entries in the petty cash 
bookn had .33 responses.. All other activities in this category 
received less than .30 responses. 
Under Machines Used, the "typewriter--manual" had 117 
responses .. Following the.use of this machine is the "adding 
machine t.Tith 87 responses.. These two. machines are the only 
ones with a frequency of more than 50.. Only .39 graduates 
used the electric typewriter, and 18 of them indicated that 
more instruction was needed on the electric typewriter. 
Under Filing Activities, the system most commonly used 
by the graduates was the alphabetic system which had a fre-
quency of 107.. The only other activity in this area to have 
more. than 50 responses was •preparing material for filingS! • 
which had a total of 58 responses.. None of the Filing Activi-
ties seemed to be considered as needing more instructionS! al-
though in cross-referencing, which received 23 response four 
of those graduates indicated a need for more instruction in 
the subject .. 
Under Miscellaneous Activities, the only one with more 
than 50 responses is "tolding·letters and inserting into en-
velopes, n and this had 88 responses.. Of these 88 responses$! 
two graduates also indicated a need for more instruction; 80 
indicated sufficient instruction; and six indicated that less 
instruction could be p rov::tded, 
43 
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TABLE X 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOTAL FREQUENCY OF THE 64 OFFICE ACTIVITIES 
·PERFORMED BY THE. 187 RESPONDENTS 
- - --
-
--------~---- -------~-------- -~ -------~~----
' ~~ I i g () ?. ~ ..-lr-1 g ::1 a I>.Q ~ 0 (). j>).Q •rl ;p 
* 
.,; .p or! ~ .p •rl .Ps:t 
::) 
.p Ill .p 
-· . Cl) j;!r-1 I> 00 ~ t£1 () p .,; <S ~rei Activity 'ot 
.,; ~- .p :P:: .. Classification Q) .p 1>:1 () r-1 ~. . .Pre .PS::: .PcD &! O,.Qaf < aS Q; -+~ Ill Cl) . I=!O fllre <.Pre a~· s:I'O <D•rl s:l(l) 
r-1 ~(I)P, -~);; ~~ H<D ..-!.P H(l) I ..-!r-1 ~ (I) () l2i aS 0~~ ~~ fll,!:q (!)fZj .,; Ill l ..p ., 0 (I) cdCI) ~ li-t Ill I 0 Qf~l> ()CI) i ~ (I) E-f :a: -<D- O>A ()~ ...::! p::._ o-
Answering the telephone 117 ti2 . 34 l ~9.% lti 95 4 Stenographic 
. . . . 
Using manual type~iter 117 101 8· 8 93$ 7 110 0 Machines 
Using alp~abe~ic filing 107 ,36 5o 21 80% 2 101 4 Filing. 
.. 
Typing envelopes 100 35 54 11 89% 1 95 4 Typewriting 
' Taking- dictation & tran- .. 
scribing notes 95 50 29 16 8.3% 17 77 l stenographic 
.. 
Folding letters & in~ 
serting into en• •· 
velopes 88 28 43 17 81% 2 80 6 Miscellaneous 
; Using adding machine .·" 87 34_ 1. 32 21 76% 5 80 2 Machines 
. ·l . . . -- - .. - . f .. ..l 
* ·The .. sum o:f rtMajor" plus nRegular" activities divided by the total of "Major; 11 
"Regular, u and nooeasional11 .a·ctivities •. 
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Table x. (Continued) 
Rank 
8 
9 
10 
11.5 
11.5 
13 
14 
16 
16 
Activity 
Sorting the mail 
~ 
s:t 
C]) 
& 
C]) 
t 
~ ~ 1>;.0 .p 
.p .tt- •ri 
.n. t> 
t>r-IQS .... 
or{ '1:1 .P...-. 
:.Pd C)~ 
o· i:d os:t:r-1 
<ll.Q~ .... 
.P C]) ~ ar 
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r-1 o • C]) <D n'-"' ClJ • •&-:~ ~ • p 
6 ~~ ~ 
E-1 - 0:: 
83 I 3.5 I 43 
Ordering·· supplie·s & ·re-
portin~ _on _ rep~!~s I 82 20 9 
~ 
'-r-lr-1 ~:a 
.Ps;:t 
~~ 
r-U-t 
Q$0 
~ 0~ 
~~ 
(;\fC]) 
()Q) 
()~ 
o-
5 
53 
0 
'P=:+ 
-+P:: 
~ ... 
:a: 
94~ 
3.5% 
Filling in printed forms I 79 I 3.5 I 23 I 21 I 73% 
- v ~ • • -· - -- •• • •• • • ' •• • •• 
Composing &·typing let-
ters· at the type" 
writer 
Receiving visitors 
... - .. .. . . . 
Typing ~~~ds fo~ ~~ling 
Typi~g form 1~tters 
77 
77 
71 
61 
T"yping ~D:ter-C?ff~ce __ memos 58 
Typing from longhand 58 
30 
;, . 
3.5 
26 
22 
23 
29 
28 
26 
19 
16 
7.5% 
79% 
29 I <L6 I 77% 
19 I 20 I 67% 
16 I 19 I 67% 
15 I 14 .I 76% 
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-r-1 
.p 
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I'I.IC]) 
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H<D 
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1 
40 
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.... 
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-~ro I Classification 
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l'll'd 
J:tQ) 
.H C]) 
ll'll2i 
l1l 
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3 !Stenographic 
2 s~~n()~:PS..P~c 
73 I .5 !Typewriting 
37 
59 
68 
. 58 
53 
52 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
S~enographic 
Stenographic 
Typewriting 
Type~iting 
T~1H~~i ~ing 
Typewriting 
~ 
c.n 
Table (Continued) 
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material tor I I !21 !13 I 78~ l I 52 I Filing 58 118 3 3 
l ! T,-pefttri ting 18 Typing statements I 5!~ 1.3 19 I 22 41% 4 I 48 2 
·5 Typing lists 150 8 20 22 56% 2 47 1 i I TJpewri ting 
' 
' 
,.!) TJping tabulations & 
17 120 6o)'t I I 46 tistical material 50 13 .3 I 1 I TypeTrr~i ting • < 
21 Typing invoices 47 29 6 12 1 74% I 5 141 I l I Typewri t:tng 
22.5 Typing_legal documents 46 15 16 15 .67% I 9 I 35 I 2 I ~ewriting 
22.5 I I 45 I Doing of'f'ice housekeepina 46 1 5 23 18 61% I 1 0 
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In Table all activities are listed according to their 
rank. T.he frequency of performance is divided into •major 
activity," "z-egular activity, ta and "occasional activity .. " 
Under "major activity," is contained every response under fre-
quency of performance "more than 2 hours eve"'!'y day !P •• and 
to 2 hours every day .. •t Under 1t;regular activity,• is con·tained 
every response in the performance from '#i to, l hour every 
day,• and "less than ~ hour every day .. " Under '•occasional 
activity,• is contained every response in the perfor.mance 
of "once or tlrice weekly," and "less than on~e a week .. n 
From these columns is found the time-frequency rating in 
per cent.. This is determined by adding the total of nmajor 
activityjl• to "regular activity~ tt and dividing this amount 
by the complete frequency total .. 
Additional infor.mation on this table is the classifica-
tion of activity and also the columns relating to instruction .. 
The first two activities which are tied with a total fre-
quency of 117 have different time-frequency ratings.. In the 
case of "answering the telephone," all of those who responded 
to this activity performed the duty as a major activity or a 
regular activity, and only one person indicated it was an 
occasional activity, with,the result that the time-frequency 
rating in per cent was 99 for nanswering the telephone .. • In 
the case of •using manual typewriter,~ however, eight people 
responded that this t'lias an occasional ac ti vi ty which made the 
per cent for this activity only 93 .. 
52 
In the first ten activities listed according to total 
frequency, one activity has an unusually low per cent of time-
frequency rating. This activity is ~ordering supplies and re-
porting on repairs~ Of the 82 graduates who indicated tha:t 
performed this activity, only 20 considered it 9 
considered it regular, and 53 considered it as ~1 occasional 
activity. This made its time-frequency rating 35 per cent, 
while it was number nine in total frequency. 
1In the second ten activities listed according to·total 
frequency, "typing statements.," which was listed as number 18 
in total frequency, had a time-frequency rating of only 4l per 
cent. This was because of the 54 graduates who indicated that 
they performed tl~s activity, only 13 checked it as major, 19 
checked it as regular, and 22 checked it as occasional. 
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TABLE 
SIGNIFICANCE ACTIVITIES IN CLASSIFICATION 
ACCORDII-YG TIME-
Rank 
1.5' .1'\nswering the telephone 99 
8 Sorting the mail 94 
5 Taking dictation & transcribing notes 83 
11.5 Receiving visitors 79 
37 appoint:tuents 
.$ Composing & typing letters the 
34-5 dictation at the typewriter 68 
50 Typing Ediphone or macbine 51 
9 Ordering supplies & reporting on repairs 35 
TYPEWRITING 
4 envelopes 
29 TJping orders 8.$ 
26.5 Typing 79 
13 Typing tor tiling 77 
16 from longhand 76 
21 invoices 74 
10 in printed forms 73 
26.5 Typing checks 69 
Table • (Continued.) 
Rank Activity frequency Rating in 
Cent 
TYPEWRITING ACTIVITIES {Cont.) 
14 Typing form letters 67 
16 Typing inter-office memos 67 
22.5 Typing legal documents 67 
19.$ Typing tabulations & statistical material 60 
19.5 Typing lists 56 
41~5 Making muter .sheets for·duplicators 50 
19.5 Typing statements 4J. 
.3.3 Typing post cards .35 
.34-5 Cutting stencils 29 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES 
51··· Making entries in sales journal 
32 Proving cash 82 
38.5 Making entries in the cash receipts journal 79 
Checking invoices and statements 
Making entries in the petty cash book 
Making entries in the cash pa,:m.ents journal 
Posting to accounts payable ledger 
Making entries in purchases journal 
Posting to accounts receivable ledger 
79 
73 
72 
72 
71 
62 
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Table {Continued) 
BOOKKEEPING ACTIVITIES 
.... {Cont .. } 
47 entries in the general journal 
47 Keeping payroll records 
h9 to general ledger 
5 Making statements 
51 Keeping inventory record 
Computing interest, discount, etc. 
USED 
-
1.5 Using manual typewriter 
24 Using calculator 
53e5 Using switchboard 
1 Using adding machine 
.31 Using electric typewriter 
51 Using duplicating machines 
Using Teletype 
26.5 Using comptometer 
Using Dictaphone or Ediphone 
53 .. 5 bookkeeping 
ssograph 
9.3 
86 
8.3 
12 
11 
69 
65 
Table ,. (Continued.) 
Rank Activit:,-
64 Using IBM punch & tabulator 
FILING ACTIVITIES 
3 Using alphabetic filing 
16 Preparing material for filing 
30 Using numeric filing system 
57 Using subject system of filing 
47 Cross referencing for filing 
63 Using geographic system of filing 
MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES 
6 Folding letters & inserting into envelopes 
41·5 Doing cashier work 
26.5 Waiting on customers 
22.5 Doing office housekeeping 
trequenc7 
Rating in 
Per Cent 
33 
80 
78 
78 
76 
74 
40 
81 
77 
67 
61 
7 
Table was arranged according to type of activity and 
also according to t~ue-frequency rating in per cent •. 
listed in this table was the according to frequency 
performance. 
Under Stenographic Activities, "ans111ering the telephone'• 
has a ti111e-freque:tlCY rating of 99 per cent, and n sorting the 
mail91 has 94 per cent., "Taking dictation & transcribing 
note ranks as fifth according to total frequency, but has 
a time-frequency rating of only 83 per cent .. 
Under Typewriting .ti.ctivities trtyping envelopes has a 
ti:ne-frequency rating of 89 pel" cent, and •typing orders~t 
has a rating of 85 per cent. According to total fl"'equency 
of p erforrnance, wttyping envelopesn is the highest ranking 
activity under Typewriting Activi Following this, how-
ever, in total frequency, is "filling in printed forms" 
Which has a time-frequency rating of only 13 per cent, and 
follO'tfs after "typing telegrams," lfith 19 per cent, ntyping 
card.s for tiling, 11 with 77 per cent, Utyping from longhand, n 
with 76 p~r cent, and "typing invoices," with 74 pel"' cent ... 
Under Bookkeeping Activities, nmaking entries in sales 
journal" has a time-frequency rating of 85 per cent, and 
"proving cashn has a rating ot 83 per cent. These two activ· 
ities are the highest in time-frequency ratings under Book-
keeping Activities, although in frequency of performance, 
nprovi11.g cashn is first, with tf:meJting entries in the petty 
cash book" second highest in this category. 
5 
Under 1-i&c!J.ine a Used~ ''using manual typewri ter•• has a 
time-frequency rating of 93 per cent, and t$using calculator•' 
has a rating of 86 per cent~ Following these two are ~•using 
switchboard" with 83 per cent, and "using adding machine" with 
76 per cent. According to frequency of performance, •'using 
manual typewritern is the highest of the ~iacf\..ine Used activi- · 
ties, 1.vi th "'using electric typewriter'' ranking fifth in this 
particular category.. ''Using sw:i tchboard" ranks as number 53-5 
in total fre.quency~ although it is relatively high time-
frequency rating in per cent, having a percentage of 83. 
Under Filing Activities, "'using alphabetic filing," has 
a time-frequency rating of 80 
for filing" and t•using numeric filing s:rst.em.'~'~ have time-
. . 
frequencies of 78 per cent. 
Under Miscellaneous Activities, nfolding letters & in• 
serting into envelopeast has a time-frequency rating 81 per 
cent, and If doing cashier workn has a rating of 77 per cent. 
It is interesting to notice the variations in order when 
these activities are arranged according to frequency of per-
formance and when they are arranged according to time-frequency 
rating in per cent. 
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TABLE 
SIGNIFICANCE ACTIV!TIES ARRANGED ACCORDING TO 
TI)m-FREQUENCY BATING 
Rank Activity 
l.S Answering the telephone 
8 Sorting the mail 
1.5 Using manual typewriter 
Typing envelopes 
24 
29 
Using calculator 
Typing orders 
frequency· 
Rating in 
Cent 
99 
94 
93 
89 
86 
85 
Malting entries in sales journal 85 
5 Taking dictation & transcribing 
notes 83 
53.5 Using switchboard 83 
32 
6 
3 
Proving cash 
Folding letters & inserting 
into envelopes 
Using alphabetic filing 
11.5 Receiving visitors 
26.5 T,Jping telegr~us 
)8.5 Making entries in the 
receipts journal 
40 Checking invoices and state-
ments 
16 
30 
Preparing material for filing 
Using numeric filing system 
82 
81 
80 
79 
79 
79 
79 
78 
78 
Classi.tication 
Machines 
Type-w1ri ting 
Y.tachines 
Typet.;ri ting 
Stenographic 
Booltkeeping 
Filing 
stenographic 
Typewriting 
Bookkeeping 
Booltkeeping 
Filing 
61 
Table • (Continued} 
Rank Activit-:r frequency Classification Rating in 
Pe~ Cent 
-· 
1.3 Typing cards for tiling 77 Typet..rri ting 
37 scheduling appointments 77 Stenographic 
l.t-l-5 Doing cashier work 77 Miscellaneous 
7 Using adding machine 76 Machines 
16 Typing from longhmd 76 Type~iting 
57 Using subject system of filing 76 Filing 
11.5 Composing & typing lette~s at 
the type~iter 15 Stenographic 
.. 
21 Typing invoices 74 Typertfri ting 
47 C~oss referencing for filing 74 Filing 
10 Filling in printed forms 73 Typetfri ting 
.36 Making entries in the petty 
cash book 13 Bookkeeping 
.31 Using electric typew~iter .72 Machines 
44 Making entries in cash pay-
menta journal 72 Bool-tkeeping 
44 Posting to accounts payable 
ledge~ 72 Bookkeeping 
51 Making entries in purchases journal 71 Bookkeeping 
51 Using duplicating machines 71 Machines 
62 Usi11g Teletype 71 J.iaehines 
26.5 Typing checks 69 Typewt'biting 
26.5 Using Comptometer 69 
2 
Table ., ( Oon:tinued) 
Activit., sit! cation 
11.5 Composing & typing letters 68 at th.$ type'W':t'i ter Stenographic 
14 Typing torr4 letters 67 Typewriting 
16 Typing inter-office memos 67 Typewriting 
22~5 Typing legal documents 67 Tj-pewriting 
26 .. 5 Waiting on customers 67 Type'W':t'iting 
57 Using Dictaphone or Edipb.one 65 Machines 
44 Posting to accounts receivable 62 , ledger Bookkeeping 
22.5 Doing office housekeeping 61 Miscellaneous 
53<~>5 bookkeeping machine 61. Machines 
19.5 Typing tabulations & statis= 60 tical Typewriting 
50 Typing trom. Ediph.one or 51 similar machine Stenographic 
19.5 Typing lists 56 Typewri 
47 Making entries the general 
52 journal Bookkeeping 
4le5 Making nmster sheets tor 50 duplicato,rs Typelfri ting 
47 Keeping payroll records 48 Bookkeeping 
.39-5 Typing statements 4l Typewriting 
49 to general ledger 4l Bookkeeping 
63 Using geographic system ot 
40 :tiling Filing 
,38.$ Making statements 38 Bookkeeping 
Table (Concluded) 
Rank Activity frequency Classification Rating in 
Per Cent 
60 Using checkwriter 31 Machines 
9 Ordering supplies & reporting 
on repairs 35 Stenographic 
33 T1,ping post cards 35 Typewriting 
51 Keeping invento~ record 35 Booldteeping 
61 Using addressograph 33 Machines 
64 Using IBM key punch & tabula-
tor 33 Machines 
$2 Computing interest, discount, 
etc. 32 Bookkeeping 
)4 .. 5 Cutting stencils 29 Typetfri ting 
• 
Table XII contains the same in1'ormation as Table XI ex-
cept· that the activities are listed according to their time-
frequency r~tings in per cent • 
The first ten activities listed according to time-
frequency ratings in per cent are: "answering the telephone,n 
11 sorting the ma.il,u "using manual typewriter," "typing en-
velopes," "using calculator,u "typing ord~rs,n "making entries 
in sales journal, n "taking dictation & ·transcribing notes, n 
"using swi tchboa!'d, 11 and "proving cash.• 
The next ten activities listed according to time-
frequency :t'atings in per cent are: "folding letters & insert-
ing into envelopes," nusing alphabetic filing," "receiving 
visitors," "typing telegrams)" "making ent:t'ies ino,the cash 
receipts journal," "checki~g invoices and statements," ffp~e­
l?,~l'ing mat.~rial for filing," •us.ing numel'ic filing system," 
;., '··' . ...,-';._"_.,.... .. . ' 
•·· . 
"typing cards for .filing," "scheduling appointments," and 
.. -.. " 
"doing Cashier WOI'k~n The last tbree activities, "typing 
. - . . . . , 
cards .for filing," tt scheduling appointments, .. and ndoing 
. . ~ . ., . . - . .. . . ~ . . ; 
cashiel' wol'k,n have a time•frequency rating of 77 per cent. 
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CHAPTER VII 
S~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
of. study 
The following are the findings as a result of this study: 
1. Approximately 80 per cent of all the graduates re-
spondi~g to this questionnaire are presently employed$ 
Each of the five classes surveyed had over 20 per 
cent of the graduates receiving further education. 
ot 1946 had a total of 30 per cent receiving further training. 
3· The guidance department of the school provided over 
half the graduates with their first position. One hundred of 
the 187 respondents attributed th~1r first position to the 
guidance department of the school. 
4• Over one-half of the graduates replying reported 
they held only one job since graduation. only five people 
from the five classes listed tour positions held by them'-
these five people were from the classes of 1946 and 1947• 
This would seam to indicate a certain amount of maturity and 
dependability on the part of these g:t<&ad.uates. 
$. Typewriting was considered as the most helpful sub-
ject, Shorthand was second, filing third9 and office practice 
fourth order of frequency of responses. 
6. all otner subjects considered helpful to the gradu-
tchboard operation" 
ness l'lorld" were listed b'y three of the graduates. The other 
subjects were not significant since only one graduate con• 
sidered each of them as potentially helpful. several of these 
subjects were offered by the High School of Commerce but the 
graduates neglected to take the subject as offered. 
The above six findings were made as a result of the 
s ~~e information obtained on tne questionnaire. 
The following are the findings relative to the job 
ties check list: 
1. Under Stenographic or Secretarial Activities, "answer-
ing the telephone'• was most frequently checked; "taking dicta-
tion and transcribing notesn was next; "sorting the mail• 
"ordering supplies and reporting on repairs'• were tied for 
third place; and "composing and typing letters a·t the type-
writer" and •receiving visitors" wel."'e tied for next place. 
The total frequencies of these duties were all high, indica-
ting that almost all the stenographiQ duties were considered 
very important to the graduates. 
2. Under Stenographic or Secretarial Activities, "compos-
ing and typing letters at the typewri terta were checked as re-
quiring more instruction at school by the majority ot those 
checking that duty. All of the other activities were checked 
by six or more graduates indicating that further instruction 
was needed the school • 
.3. Under Typewriting Activities, utyping envelopes$' 't.ras 
most frequently cheeked by those replying to this surveye 
"Filling in printed torm.s" was second, followed by •typing 
cards .for .f'iling,n "typing .form letters," •typing inter-o.f'.f'ice 
memos, 11 •typing .from longhand," "typing statements," "typing 
lists," and "typing tabulations and statistical materials." 
All were checked by 50 or more o.f' the graduates. 
4. 01' all the Typewriting Activities, the only activi-
ties which were checked by .five or more respondents as need-
ing further instruction in school :were "cutting stencils," 
"typing legal documents," rtmaking master sheets .for duplica-
. . 
tors, 11 and "typing. telegrams." This would seem to indicate 
that most typewriting ac~ivities are sufficiently covered in 
the high school training. 
5. under Bookkeeping Activities, none o.f' the activities 
were checked by more than 38 of_ those replying to the ,question-
naire. This would seem to indicate that the half year of book-
keeping· required at th~_school is su.f'.f'icient .for those w.ho are 
majori~g in stenography. 
6. Under Bookkeeping Activities, only one activity was 
checked by .five graduates as requiring more instruction at 
the school and that one was "keeping payroll records.u 
7. Under Machines Used, 11 typewriter--manua111 was checked 
by the greatest number of graduates. T.his was followed by 
"adding maehine.u ~ese were the only two checked by more 
than 50 o.f' the graduates. 
8. Under Machines Used, the .f'()llowing were checked by 
five or more graduates indicating .mo~e instruction was needed 
in the school: ntypewriter--electric," "switchboard," "calcula-
. . . . " . ~ ,. -
tor," "Comptometer," "Dictaphone or Ediphone, n ~'Teletype~ n 
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"typewriter--manual,u "bookkeeping machine," "duplicating 
machin~,n nAddressograph," and "~dding machine." 
9. Under Filing Activities, using the alphabetic system 
was the most frequently checked activity. The only other 
activity checked by more than 50 of' the graduates was "prepar-
ing m.mterial t:or filing. u 
10. Nona of' the Filing Activities were checked by five 
graduates as requiring more instruction at the school which 
would seem to indicate thmt sufficient instruction is pro-
vided~ 
11. Under Miscellaneous Activities, "folding letters and 
inserting into envelopes" was the only activity checked by 50 
or more of' the graduates. 
12.. "Waiting on customers," and "doing cashier workn 
were the only two activities under Miscellaneous Activities 
,- ~ - . 
that were checked b¥.f'iv.-e.or more graduates as requiring more 
instruction in the school. 
Recommendations as a Result of' the Stu~y 
These are the recommendations made by the writer as a 
result or all the information obtained in this study: 
1. composing and typing letters at the typeWx.-iter should 
be of major importance in·the typewriting classes at the school .. 
2. Answering the telephone, taking dictation and tran-
scribing notes, and receivi~g visitors should have some place 
in the secretary's training. 
3• More practice should be given to the students in 
6'8 
cutting stencils. 
4• An electric typewriter should be available to each 
pupil at some time during t~e senior year so that he could 
familiarize himself with it~ 
5$ The alphabetic system of filing was used more fre-
quently by the graduates~ and the~efore should be stressed 
mo in the filing course at the schoole 
6.. The office practice course should be required of 
the stenographic majors in the senior year in order to get 
sufficient training in many o~ the duties listed by graduates 
as :requiring further training. At the present time, the 
senior is given a choice of office practice or office machines. 
1"' Crass-referencing should be stressed in the filing 
course. 
8. A special course in selling~ which would include 
on customers and cashier work, should be introduced; or a 
co-operative part-time training program in one of the local 
s·tores could be substituted. 
9. Type~iting teachers should attempt to include in 
the typewriting courses all the typewriting activities, 
were listed as being frequently performed, .s~ch as: typing en-
velope filling in printed fo~s, typing cards for filing, 
typing form letters, typing inter-office memos~ typing from 
longhand., typing statements, t}'~ing lists, and typing tabt.l.la-
tions and statistical materials. 
10.. Bookkeeping teachers should attempt to ss pay-
:roll records When the material is covered in the bookkeeping 
classes. 
lle Advanced stenographic courses Should include train-
ing in answering the telephone, ordering supplies, and report-
ing on repairs. 
12. Business teachers should have actual business ex-
perience in an in-service training progr~ in order to keep 
up to date on changing trends in business. 
13. A similar study should be conducted periodically 
order to adapt the course content to the changes which occure 
This type of study ean be invaluable to the teacher in deter-
mining the subject matter to be stressed in the courses. 
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APPENDI.I: 
Dear 
I a.m making a follow-up study of the graduates of the 
}{igh School of Commerce classes of 1946-1950. The graduates 
selected for this study are those who have successfully com-
pleted Stenography IV or above. 
The main purpose of this study is to determine the 
adequacy of the training whi~h you receivE:Jd in prep~rat.ion 
for your first <md subsequent positions. 
I sincerely hope that you will assist in this under-
taking by filling in the enclosed form. Names w1.11 not be 
referred to in any way, so please feel free to offer any 
suggestions for the impi·ovement of the program. 
A stamped, self-addrcszed envelope is enclosed for 
your convenience. Please complete and return the question-
naire as soon as possible. 
I will be very grateful to you for your co-op~ration in 
this study. 
Sincerely, 
Marion L. Moriarty 
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A Study of the Secretarial GrJ?du~tes of the 1946-1950 
Classes of the High School of Commerce 
1. Are you now employed~ Yes; 
---
No. 
---
2.. Please list the jobs you have held since gradua.tiom 
Year and :-.ionth 
Title of of E:noloymen.t__ 
Emeloyer • Position He~d __ ~ To 
-·· 
·----- ·----~ 
- --
..,..__.._,. __ 
-
- --
--- - ·- -4·~ 
If now unemployed, do you desire employment? Yes· 
-'
_No .. 
4.. Schools attended e.fter graduationt 
·--
Full 
Time 
---
-· 
Par t 
e 'l'im 
·-
-
·---
-· 
--
Nmne of School ·-·--r::.--~ Nunibr,;-r ~---Curriculum or of :r·~;rrs " Degrees or 
l:a.jor Courses attep.deg Diploma. 
- --· ---
-· -
--.. 
-
------ --· ---
5. Through which sourc<~, or sources, vms :rour first position secured? 
(Check one or more) 
( ) Guidmtce Depnrtment at School 
( ) Nevrspaper Advertisement 
( ) Family, Helr.ttives or Friends 
( ) Personal ApplicR.tion 
( ) Fr:tv·~.te Employraent Agency 
( ) State E·~roloyrn.ent A~Cl1CY 
( ) Civil Service E.xr:t.mination 
( ) Other (Please List) 
-----------------------
6.. YJhich subjects helped :'·ou most in your position or positions.? (Please 
number them according to value to you .. ) 
( ) Shorthand 
( ) Bookkeeping 
( ) Filing 
( ) Typev~iting 
( ) English 
( ) Business Arithmetic 
( ) Office Pra.ctice 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Penmanship 
Civics 
Languages 
Other (Please List) 
----------------------------
7.. What subjects, not taken at the High Sc~1ool of Commerce, would have helped 
you in your present position? 
----------·---------------
8. In "'That vrays could the Eieh School o.f Commerce have helped you ;nore? 
(Usc revel~se side of paper if you need n1ore room.) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Year of grndua.tion 
------------------
Name 
{For checking purposes only) 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
JOB ACTIVITY CHECK LIST 
Directions! 
(a) In columns ·1, 2., 3, 4, 5 and 9 please check the frequency of perform-
ance-of the acttvities on your _present job • 
; (b) In columns A., B and C piease check whether sufficient emphasis was 
g:i,.yen in the school, or whether more or loss emphasis vrould be desirable. 
. . DO NOT CHECK ANY DUTY VlHICH YOU DO NOT PERFORI\i. 
Frequency of l mr:,_.l!asis 
Performance Scl ool 
Dai.ly llnire-qu~~t-
Cll 
El El g ~ ·o 0 (!) •r·l 
..0 . ~ ~ (.) +' 0 
Job or·Jl.ctivity "'~ rnEf El~ ~ 
,::: (.) •r-! 
~J~ ·c:;! 0 ]-g +' "0 s-o .f;~ a~ ~g ~~ ot; o'C1 ~~ r-1 {l)'tj ll>H ..0 ..c:~ H.!::: ~~ ~(!) •r-!+' +> ro "'~ 0(1) •r-! (!) t.)Cil l> r-1~ t'l ~-·· (!)~ (1)~ ·r-1 ~ (!) (!) f (!) rn~ Ct-1• H I <D ~ of" ()) H Ct-1. 0 n ,::: . $ 0 ;:::l . ~ ....tf(\1 0 ~ oo· 
1 2 3 L!' 5 6 A B 
Stenographic or·Secretct.rial Activitie~t 
Takinr di~tation & transcribing notes 
' Composing r.tnd typi.ng lettors at the type-
vr.riter 
Typing from ediphon~ or similar machines 
Taking dictation at the typeyr.ri ter 
.h.nswering the teleohone -
Sorting the mail 
Schedulin~ apEointments 
Recei vinB vis~_,.,.. 
Order:lng ~lEElies & reporting o:ri repairs 
Other duites not listed: 
" 
T;>,rpewri tin~ activities~ 
Typing from longhand 
Cutting stenci·ls 
Making master sheets for duplicator a 
Fi-lling in printed forms 
Typing the followin~: 
Invoices 
Telegrams 
Order a 
Checks 
Form letters 
Statements 
Inter-office memos 
in 
g 
•r-! 
+' {) 
::l'"d 
£3~ 
Uj C.l 
,::: ().) 
•r-1 ~ 
(/) 
Cll 
(!) 
.....:1 
c 
-'-'----------------- -~--·-·-- -
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,. 
l 
' 
--------~--
'. . ~.'~ 
Job or Activity 
Typing the follovdng: (continued) 
Envelopes 
Cards for filing 
Frequency of 
Performance 
Daily 
~mphasis in 
School 
1 2 3 -4 5. 6 A B ··a 
Legal documents Post cards .~~------------------------~r---+---~--t--~--~~r--4--~--1 
Lists 
Tabulations & statistical materj_als 
Other typin~· r.ctivities not listed: 
• 
Bookkeeping Activities 
• 
Checking invoices or statements ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------~--+---+---~--1~-+--~~--~--4 Making entries in: 
GenerHl Journal 
Cash Receipts Journal 
Cash Payments Journal 
Sales ,Journal 
Purchases Journal 
Petty Cash Book 
Proving cash ~~~~~~~--------------~------------~----·r---~--~-~1--~--~~--~~ Posting to: 
General Ledger 
L.ccounts Receivable Led'ger 
~counts Payable Ledger 
1.1aking statements 
.Computing·interest, discount, etc. 
Keeping payroll records 
Keeping inventory record , 
Other bookkeeping r-tctivities not listed: 
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. 
Frequency of Emphaa:is in 
Performance School 
J.nire-: · t 76 
• 
• 
-
Daily qu~t-
~ a 
Cl.l IS ~ 
Job or Activity h a (]) 0 ~-$:l g"d D) .8~ Q) § ~'g s::~ ~ a~ ~~ () ~.@ f-;:t'll~ ·g (])+) 0'0 ,gro ~. Dl"'O ~Q ~~ 
~~ ~~ rl~ a~ -Pt:f ~~ ~$ ~ ,-1 s:: $-4..!:4 Q)~ ~~ D) :S~ ~~ l ~ :S~ O<D ~<tl 'Q) H!CII (]) Q)~ D) ~ ~ 
·f! (I} g C/l ~ ~ ~ .~ 1 C/l ~ . 
·' 
0 ~ 0 .·, :a:! 
·.,\ 
1 2 ~3 h 
-" 6 A B c 
.,. . ; 
~. • • .. • . -: "7 
Mathines Used: 
Typewriter--Manual 
Typev~iter--Electric 
Calculator 
Duplit;a~fng Machines 
Bookkc<;>oing Machine 
_..,_..._ 
Addinp, Machin3 
Co~tometer . 
Dictanhone or Ediphone 
Checkv~i ter. 
Addressograph 
Switchboard I 
Telet~e 
IBM Key Punch & Tabulator 
Other Machines; 
• 
Filing Activities: 
Syster:1 Used: 
Alphabetic 
Numeric 
Geographic 
Subject 
Other: 
PrepAring m..<l.terial for filing 
Cross_£~ferencing 
Other f~~g activities: 
Miscellaneous Activities: 
Folding letters & msert:tng into envelopes 
• 
Doing cashier ·work 
Waiting on cust!l:l:.1Grs 
Doing office housekeeEin~ 
Other activities not listed~ 
-· 
.. 
-3-
FOLLOW~UP LETTER 
Dear Graduate, 
The returns of my questionnaire have been 
very gratifying., '.ii thout a good percentage of 
replies, it is impossible to compile statistics, 
therefore, the project becomes valueless., 
As I checked my materials, I noticed that 
you had neglected to return the form.. Please 
realize that I know it tnkes time, and that you 
have no interest in tltis projectp but will you 
be kind enough to fill out the questionnaire 
as a great favor to me. 
If there are any questions regarding the 
information reque:Jted 11 you mn.y ca.ll me at my 
home after 6 l'o H.. Uy telephone number is 
5-7356. 
Let me thank you again for your kind con= 
siderationa I shall be looking forward to a 
reply from you soon! 
Sincerelyg 
JJarion Lo noriarty 
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